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Redemption
Once upon a time Stony Brook University was a

nice place to live; there were many rallies with many
active students protecting their own and others rights,
there were many bars throughout campus in various
residence halls, socializing and partying abounded en
masse, students confronted "authorities" upon new
restrictions or controls of freedoms, and the general
quality of campus life was wonderful You could even
buy yogurt at The Loop.

Over the past few years, and especially recently
campus life has fallen into a state of, well..it sucks as
most students would agree. The lack of campus pubs
and large parties due to administration clampdown,
student apathy, and the 21 year purchase age has
dealt a strong right hook into the campus social scene,
and the general quality of campus life.

Perhaps the strong attachment of alcohol to socializing
seems trivial or adolecent at best, but the idea that
"people shouldn't need alcohol as a theme to having a
good time" while quite appropriate for an AA meeting
is absolutely unrealistic and tragically naive when
speaking of a college campus. Since last December
1 st, when a 21 year purchase age became law, large
campus parties discontinued, and finally the GSO
Lounge and Whitman Pub, some of the last social/
recreational areas on campus were later closed, the
quality of campus life has undeniably as the student
consensus might have it, turned to its worst state
ever.

The current plight of the undergraduate at Stony
Brook can first be blamed on the students themselves.

_The University Administration while ultimately the
cause of many students problems, by virtue of who
they are and their purpose has lent the final blows to
the quality of campus life. As administrators of a
university and working professionals, students
interests are not of primary importance as evidenced
in the current lack of a strong campus social atmosphere,
the misdirection of campus priorities to such resume
fillers as a field house and athletic field, and the
general attitude among administrators and the large
research based academic departments that
undergraduates should be seen and not heard.

While many students, graduate and undergraduate
today wonder where all the bars have gone, a little
Stony Brook history might bear them some answers.
Before the summer of 1980 at Stony Brook there was
an unmarred eleven year tradition of dormitory bars.
With the arrival then of a new university President
John Marburger, came the first closing of a dorm bar,
Benedict Saloon and the promise by the new president
that all dorm bars would be phased out over three
years.

Although Whitman Pub did survive another two
years, the 21 year purchase age law gave admin the
opportunity to almost dry up Stony Brook completely,
and impose new residence hall restrictions upon a
non threatening inactive student population. While
the students essentially are a university, aspirations
of research grants and quiet obedient undergraduates
are taking over campus.

Students are allowing regulations and restrictions

to govern when and where they may drink a beer and
what exact quantities may be kept in their rooms.
They are allowing themselves to be harrassed by a
Public Safety Department that calls themselve
"University Police" just for kicks. Undergraduates
art allowing large academic departments to alienate
them blatently, and watch helplessly as the dorm
cooking program is phased out Polity, the
undergraduate student government accomplishes
nothing but the mere inept shuffling of monies to
various organizations, while their current president
heralds his doing away with "loud get nothing
accomplished" rallies, the stronghold of the student
body a decade or two ago. Students have grown unable
to cope with authority, and sit idly claiming helplessness
as they are strangled by tightening university controls.
When there were eight pubs on campus and direct
restrictions on student life were confronted by angry
and active students, admin wasn't happy though they
had to deal with it Today, when admin isn't happy
they change things with ease or tighten rules.

Next, we might blame the 21 year purchase age on
the campus' pitiful state, though the passage of the
law in the first place can once again be blamed on the
students themselves. It used to be students who were
the most active layer of our society in terms of rights
and politics, fighting for their own causes and social
change. Today, a direct clampdown on college aged
citizens freedom breezes through Albany's Legislative
Office Building with barely a wimper from tomorrows
middle class.
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Closed Out
by Elizabeth Hampt

The Electrical Engineering Di
is not only one of the largest
departmenits at Stony Brook, but
has alienated the greatest numbe
graduates for "theirown research,"
to an angry undergraduate with
partment.

Everyday of the week the
Engineering department office is
two hours; 1-3 pm on Monday, W
and Friday and 10:30-11:30, and
on Tuesday and Thursday. Many
office is not even open during th
Speaking to Stephen Shapiro, Ch
of Electrical Engineering, he was
the hours the advising office
directing that question to his ass

If you don't have lab or lecture
of time to kill, and don't mind wi
line that's half an hour long, thi
office is open from 9-11 am du
drop period. Students have to get
from the secretary to add or dro]
because some of the professors d
as their duty to sign add/drop fo

As one anonymous student s
professors are here for their ow
research. They don't care abou
dents." That seems to be the gener

Engineering Hours Questioned
on that many EE students have towards the
epartment department Students usually cope with the
academic deparment's policies because of the hard
one which work required of them. They also don't want
r of under- to create waves making it difficult for them.
'according
in the de- Why is dealing with the department so

difficult? "Money." The typical problem

Electrical here on campus and the answer for every-
open only thing and anything under the sun. "There is

ednesday, a lack of money in the department," argued

3:30-4:30 Stewart Harris, Dean of the Engineering
rtimes the department "There is not enough money to

ose hours. pay more people to keep the office open...
airperson why would students have to go to the office

not sure of anyway?
was open, When confronted with various students'
istant complaints about office hours, Harris re-
Swith a lot sponded "It sounds most unfortunate,"
aiting on a claiming ignorance to the whole situation.
e advising Harris blames the students ultimately on
ring add/ the department's shortcomings. "The
signatures students should communicate more, this is
p a course the first rve heard of the problem."
lon't see it Harris concernedly claimed "ifit needs to
Orms. be open we will try to meet the needs of the
;ays "The students." Shapiro, however, doesn't fore-
n fucking see any changes in the amount of hours the Stewart Harris
t the stu- office will stay open. "Chances are we will
ml attitude not"

21 Fails
Federal Standard

By Adine Schuman
The National Traffic Safety Administra-

tion, a division of the U.S. Department of
Transportation, has recently announced
that New York's 21 year old drinking age
does not comply with federal require-
ments.

According to agency spokesman, Hal
Paris, New York's law does not specifically
r-r\hhit thei non.ssessinn of alcohol hv neonle

in annual highway aid by October 1 because
of this discrepancy.

"Since federal highway aid was part of
the motivation behind raising the purchase
age last year, it looks like we might see yet
another push to limit the freedoms of
persons under 21 during this legislative
session," said Student Association of the
State University (SASU) President Jane

iL• V'AUU144 Y ,liv... WA,",• .................

under 21. New York could lose $6

SPress Pix

By Joe Caponi
"I wanted to have a graduation party, but

I didn't think I could afford it," explained
Polity Senior Representative Craig Dean.
"So I started planning Senior Weekend,
and it just got bigger, and bigger, and
bigger."

Senior Weekend is two days of parties
and events designed for the university's
graduating students, and is to be held this
Friday and Saturday, May 16 and 17.

plaza, with another fifteen kegs of beer
being tapped that afternoon. The Volunte-
ers band will play, and, according to Dean,
"people will be able to relax with a beer and
a burger." He added, "Of course, soda will
also be available."

In a letter inviting seniors to the event,
the location of the barbecue is listed as G-
Quad. According to Dean, the event was
originally scheduled to be there, but G-
Quad director Joni Esperian refused to

Craig Dean

ivnay tv %170aw p-5c; Jj ( ' a I 4K

Senior Weekend
Parties Planned
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The Student Polity
Association extends its

congratulations and best
wishes to the graduating

" class of 1986, and looks
forward to continuing to

serve the students of
Stony Brook

Sin the coming year.
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Stony Brook Is...
Student's Thoughts of Stony Brook

by Marc Salzman
Asking the students here at Stony Brook

how they feel about their university, many
respond claiming they are happy, excited,
and feel that the social and academic life is
excellent Many others, however while find-
ing academic life to be very good, realize
that living here is the pits.

Talking with some students, I heard
many different viewpoints on the quality of
campus life. I asked one student Desrine
Reid who is a freshman majoring in Psy-
chology, to complete the statement "Stony
Brook is ...". The first thing that came to
here mind is the competitive academic life
of this university. Then Laura Severs, who
is a graduating senior, responded: "Stony
Brook is an ulcer."

I spoke to Eric Levine, a graduating senior
majoring in Political Science and our Polity
President, and He completed the same
statement proclaiming: "Stony Brook is an
awakening university." Describing the en-
tirety of His four year experience here at
SUNY Stony Brook, Levine revealed: "It
feels like a different lifetime ended and a
new one started. I have had myhappiest and
saddest times here." Asked what He thought
the biggest changes of attitudes (His and
others) He had noticed during His four
years here, He announced: "Everybody
says that the new generation is a "me gen-
eration," but I don't agree with that I feel
there is a lot of giving here."

I met Jason McGraw a junior majoring in
Physics, and asked him his feelings about
Stony Brook. He said "I get fed up with this
place, so I leave for a while. Then after I
return, I appreciate it more." I asked him
how he makes the time go by, and tries to kill
his boredom. He said "I party, work-out,
and study?" He also mentioned the social
life on this campus, admitting "Well, I go to

the End of the Bridge a lot because it is the
only social place at the university. I see the
same people every time, and I really am
getting very tired of it."

I talked to Russ Pelton, a sophomore
najoring in both Physics and Astronomy,
and wanted to know how he feels about this
place. He argued: "I like it. rm very happy

with the academic departments here, and
the social life is good; especially Tokyo
Joes." Asked "What Stony Brook is," he
answered: "Stony Brook is a good school"

I spoke with Holly Phillips, a sophomore
who is undeclared and asked the one thing
about this school that she really likes/hates.
Her enlightened comments: "Well, the social
life here is very carefree, and that is the
attitude that most of the students here
seem to have except during finals week.
Now the thing that I hate about this place.
Well, I don't hate this place, I just don't like
being isolated from the real world. I feel like
rm in a fairy-tale."

As an entering freshperson to this univer-
sity Hazel-Ann Doyle, now a sophomre
majoring in Biology, had that freshperson
excitment that all of us once had. Now she is
a sophomore and that excited feeling is
more to what the future has in store for her,
rather than of the experiences she is going
through now and here. "rm still excited, but
in a different form," she claimed. "I know
what to expect, and the challenges whithin
the school are still there. rm excited more of
what the future has in store for me, based
upon what 'm doing here."

Andre Delmont, a sophomore majoringin
Economics, has a very negative attitude
about this university. When asked what do
you like/hate about this place, he struggled
to respond. "What I like about this place?
You get a good education. Now what I hate

about this place. A lot, absolutely every-
thing!" Asked what he does to enjoy himself
here, he reasoned: "Pretend Fm not here...
The most exciting part of my social life was
finding out the guys across the hall have a
VCR. Now for the academic life, I feel it is a
good schooL"

Staty Liandrias, a junior majoring in
Biology had this to say about the social life
here at Sony Brook: "Socially this school is
ranked average compared to other schools
my friends at home attend." Asked what he
likes/hates about this school, he opined "It
has a good academic reputation, though the'
only social part of this place that I really
enjoy is the E.O.B. because it has the only
wet bar on the campus, and the socializing
that goes on in the periodical room in the
library. Now the things that I hate about this
university are the academic competition
among the students, and the fact that there
aren't enough social happenings here.
Students keep to themselves a lot, and
don't get up and do things."

Susan Spodek, a graduating senior
majoring in SSI, had this to say about the
Ssocial life: "There are a lot of extracurri-
cular activities going on here, for example:
clubs, intramurals, and maior events for the

person who wants to get involved. The only
bad thing is not too many students take
advantage of them What I hate about the
social life here is that parties revolve solely
around alcohol, and there is no other basis
for a get-together." Asked if her attitude of
this school got worse, better, or didn't change
throughout her four years here, she argued:
"I feel it has gotten better because this

school has a large amount of services they
offer their attending students, and they are
increasing at a very rapid rate though not a
lot of students use them and get involved."

Deborah Sweeney, a freshperson majoring
in Liberal Arts compared the social life here
to home. She remembered: "It is a lot
different here from where I live (Virginia),
and the one thing that I noticed mostly
about the people here is the fact they don't
want to be bothered with other people.
Because this school is very competitive it
causes people not to be friendly, and I feel
the majority of students here are very
shallow." Asked why she came to Stony
Brook in the first place, she responded: "I
wanted to meet a lot of people and I thought
by going to such a large school it would be
easy, but it isn't because many students
here are just unfriendly."

These are the revelations of the students
of Stony Brook University. While many
students here are friendly, many are not
The social life is exciting at times, though
usually and more recently extemely dull.
Most students are in agreement that acad-
emically this university is excellent, and
who is better than they to judge? Many
students found that there is a lot to do on

this campus, but the students are for the
most part so dedicated to their studies that
they do not get involved. The consensus
among those students polled, a fair and
perfectly random survey of the typical Stony
Brook student, is that academic life is great,
the departments are the best, but the social
life at SUNY Stony Brook is pretty hurting
at best

Levine's Last
Polity President's Closing Thoughts

by Eric Levine
Student Polity Association President

As one Student Council is over and the future Polity

Council is waiting to plunge into the world of political,
bureaucratic, challenging and sometimes productive world

of Polity, I guess its at this time when the President of

Polity is supposed to reflect on accomplishments, disap-

pointments and sentiments of the year.
It has been a year of realism, when the almighty student

leaders in this campus realized what projects were realities,

and which ones should have been left alone. If Polity has

made one significant change over the year it is that we did

away with, things such as costly and ineffective, loud "get

nothing accomplished" rallies and we went into the real

world with meetings, compromises and negotiations. We

did away with the bad mouthing and the cliches like "a

mandatory meal plan should be abolished and students

should not put up with it" Mandatory anything is terrible,

but guess what, we have a semi-mandatory meal plan and

is not going to change, so what really were my options?

Oi-heFS'A bo a-'a pointsystem ias creafel to add

flexibility, a food quality controller was hired who's sole job
is to eat in the cafeterias and make the food contractor stick

to the promises in the contract, that is, quality food for a

decent price.

And, then there was DAKA, which is back, but probably
not to a ticker-tape parade. There were only two bids:
DAKA and ARA In the opinion of the Board, DAKA's bid
was better, well prepared (pardon the pun), cheaper for the
students and gave a bright outlook for the the food service
at Stony Brook in the future (time will tell). In the upcoming
years, food service on campus should have amongst it's
qualities more variety, more flexible hours and meal plan
options and quality dining.

The Rathskeller - remember what used to be called the

old bookstore, well Irephrased it, "the old,old bookstore." I
finally realized why a project like this never got going -
everyone was stagnated and each constituency wanted
something else. This year we finally made the most pro-
gress, not enough, but the most to date. Architects are
working on proposals. Over $250,000 has been, at least in
theory, pledged to the project and building should start;
well, let' s say within six months to a year. Maybe sooner, but
remember where we go to school - Stony Brook Univer-
sity.

It will come in perfect sequence with the lovely field
house. I think it's initial cost of $12 million is now upwards
of $20 million, Im sure you've seen it. The Olympic indoor
track, 5,000 seating capacity, professional this and that,
you couldn't miss it, could you? I think that should come in

about the same time the deck hockey rink is supposed to be
set up. Remember, students will not stop playing pit hockey
in the G Quad Pit even if it is dangerous. So a good idea is to
provide a facility so we can serve demands, provide saftey,
and maybe possibly attract some incoming students by
having another facility. I think the small investment is worth
it

On another point, the Dorm Cooking Progarm is a joke.
Students pay $115.00 to receive nothing We have to stop
playing games with the program. Many students feel that
this is just a ploy to get more people on the meal plan by
letting the facilities deteriorate. If it's not, let's get new
stoves or fix the ones we have. Let's get dishwashers that
work and insure that they will be cleaned every day. If the
fee is being done as a ploy to force people on the mealplan,
then it's underhanded. The Dorm Cooking Program's not
working. It's not the building condition's fault, and it's not
the students fault, so I guess it's the universtiy's choice.
(Let's start a revitilization for the Program because right
now it's costly, ineffective and dirty). And abolishing the
Program will just support the theory that the whole agenda
is planned.

I assume that these problems will probably be the same
ones that will plague the campus for many years. Well, our
class gave it a shot, now it's your turn
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"The most exciting part of my social life was
finding outthat the guys across the hall have a
VCR."

"What I hate about the social life here is that
parties revolve soley around alcohol, and there
is no other basis for a get-together.'
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Informed Opinion
Thinking About The World

by Eric Christian
Greetings fellow students. As a graduating senior in the

realm of ESS, in cooperation with The Press' faithful
editor "in limbo," (and fellow beer drinker), Joe Caponi, I
would like to issue a closing statement concerning recent
campus issues, and how they have been treated.

Ftrst off, we are in college to learn. We are in college to
think. We have as a goal, hopefully, to combine learning and
thinking by the time of graduation, maybe even sooner.
Most importantly our education should allow us to assess
world events, domestic issues and personal conflicts with
an informed opinion, and sometimes a willingness to say
confidently "you're wrong, you don't know what you're
talking about - " and then present an educated argument
based on facts and their history to inform the individual
whose loose-lipped and off-the- cuff"argument" is based on
an inflamed and nearly blind devotion to opinion; opinion
both uninformed and overstated.

I am referring to explicitly to the editors of Statesman, the
happy bourgeois of The Red Ballon "Collective", Hands
Off Latin America and their associated clique, and of
course, to everyone in the University readership who be-
lieve history as "olf-fashioned" and facts as "tools of the
state," or who simply don't know the facts about the import-
ant issues of 1986.

nothing, and has as its only long term effect - fear. By
definition, State-sponsored terrorism is a hodge-podge of
cruel and violent acts; e.g. suicide car bombings, embassy
and airline bombings, kidnappings, murders and more
bombings; all of which are funded, endorsed and logistically
supported by the very infrastructure of the "governments"
involved - namely Libya and Syria. Terrorists are trained
in these "nations," given new names and paper-product
indentities and sent to foreign nations, (most of which are
European), where they are "enrolled" as "students" or as
"employees" at their respective "embassies" or "consu-
lates".

State-sponsored terrorism - pre-meditated, reckless
and ambiguous murder that has found its place in the
modern world through both the active participation of
middle-eastern nations and by the willingness of many
European nations, our "allies" included, to sit complacently
and allow themselves to be the victims of it Terrorism is
fear, and if a nation permits itself to be subjected to fear
without defending itself, it opens the door to new and
unprecedented forms of terrorism State-sponsored terror-
ism is a form of war - violent murder achieves fear which is
then manipulated to achieve a loosely defined set of goals.
But terrorism is a war of attrition, and the terrorists will

I I I m a I m m m II m I I m III .

"State-sponsored terrorism. It rolls off the tongue with a
sickening viscosity, leaving the bitter aftertaste of green bile."

History: people create events. These events snowball
into war - history repeats.

And to "he who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit
says to the churches." These are the words of a prophesy -
both a warning and a "wake-up" call to everyone who belies
history and facts, and to everyone who puts their opinions
above them. I am speaking directly to the universtiy's
uninformed readership, and I am asking you to learn while
you are in college so that you can voice an educated opinion,
and if you can't, keep your mouth shut! It is unfortunate that
many people interpret "freedom of speech" to mean free-
dom to say anything they want, to spout childish, unedu-
cated and factually unsubstantiated attacks on anything
and everything. Freedom of speech is yours, it is undeniable
and constitutionally guaranteed. But when the Bill of
Rights was written, the authors assumed that those who
asserted their right of freedom of speech would have some-
thing to say, and they have been repeatedly blasphemed by
the generations that have followed.

American youth. On the average, better off to begin with,
given more opportunities to pursue in life and bestowed
with more freedoms and rights than youth anywhere else in
the world. These values and opportunities we hold dear as
American youth, are provided by our country at no cost
other than citizenship. Our ancestors worked hard to build
the America we have only inherited, and they fought hard to
keep it free. My relatives have paid those prices of freedom
with their life's work, and sometimes their lives, along with
innumerable other American families. Yet when I look
around the Stony Brook campus and see "American youth"
protesting against America, I can only shake my head in
disgust, as there is no use arguing with spoiled unknow-
ledgeable and spiteful people who bite the hand that feeds

Let's talk about Libya Lets talk about the U.S., Libya "win" and continue "winning" if and only if the rest of the them and want others to go along with them. They ran
and history, and how they are related. If you recall the world throws in the towel rave with the feeble underlying motive of "we wanna
events of the 1967 war, and the period of "Nasserism" War. It is a state of the State, and a state of its mind. War test something!" Protest what?!! Protest against
which had lead to fanaticism in the Arab world as a foreign is the final solution to problems among nations that are American? Protest against our country because its "c<
policy, one observes that the U.S. and Libya manintained a allowed to reach the point of impasse - differences them Protest against putting the cap on a potential major wa
frienly relationship beforehand. Afterall, it was United become irreconcilable and war replaces diplomacy as a is itjust because you have nothing better to do than to
States Marines and Army troops who relieved the Libyan means of resolving international "differences" through school on someone else's money andbare your ignoran
people of a wild and devastating Nazi stampede during the violence. the mass?
African Campaign of World War H Although Rommel was a
brilliant field General, he was certainly not an environ- But when the Bill of Rights was written, the author assumementalist. Similarly, it was an enhanced understanding of that those who asserted their right of freedom o speech wou
geology and petroleum drilling technology provided by the that t e a rtd th ht f fr df ph
United Stte thatas enabed Libya to develop on ec- have something to say, and they have been repeatedionomy and thereby give the Libyans a chance to begin to
crawl in from the desert, to take footing in their"loathed" blasphemed by the generations that have followed."
westernized cities and communities and to generally improve
their standard of living Obviously, the recent era of History. It is the documentation of world events, the I suppose it is easier to criticize everything than to i
Quadaffi rule has changed our r e latonshi& -wi L ib•a,: natins that create them and the people who inspire them. about our world, its history and how to improve upo
and subjected the Libyan peope to a rea -ia 1 ea H-- istor shows trends, tendencies and pitfalls, and it often However, not all of us wish to wallow in selfism and ignor
of legtiamte military respnse a a meai s fats them. War is one of the most carefully documented forever. I strongly encourage those who read this s8
State-sponsored terro• •-. ~i.. -.~ e aa ep phenomenae of history. War shows telltale statement to choose the hard road - learn, think
losrs in the bier gam*e ~ wo i i e i. nea wa~ ing s bev as beforehand, butthe people who populate this improve yourselves and your world. There may be
of Mr. Quadaffi's recIess a~ r ant rip ~~r.• planet i and attempt to govern it continue to ignore them. wrong with our country, but it is still head and shoul
the world scene. ia dangerous flaw in the characterof mankind: people above the rest in many ways. Be thankful for what you h

State-sponsored terr o -••n r -.it s. u :ie ti a i stupid things, other people watch them do stupid things and use your knowledge to improve America rather
sickening viscosity, eaving to- ~ .us- o" g -en tnd suddenly there is a problem, a big and dangerous degrade it
bile - it is somethgh hat soua~in- ril eWn iu•aimo psem , tthat has no easy solution - the fault of both the Live long and prosper.
which deeply disturbs the edua te i st. srmit l * CCo••is f ~it and those who do nothing about it.
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By S. Face
Having been a student at this institution for

years, I, along with many others, find this place
able to get away from. Over the past two se
spoken to a large variety of people ranging
people to graduate students, to faculty, and
our school lacks a definite social atmosphere

Granted, this is a place for academics,
college is not purely for academic reasons. V
longer perspective, it is a time to grow, not o
but socially. While academics may be what d
college is also a time to build social awareness.
meet, grow tolerant of, and eventually get aloi
different types of people.

Four years ago, this campus offered
opportunities where students could meet
comfortably. I don't see any of these activ
today. It's not bad enough that we lack a col
anything even fairly interesting close by, but
socialibility. There is literally no where to tu
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at Happened?
A University In Decline

wants to kick up their feet and just hang out with people. Mental sai
the past four Starting out m college can be a very trying and lonely closing peop
a relief to be time. Unless you are an extremely outgoing person, your much more

mesters, ve new start is often a very alone experience. What has
Sfrom fresh- Take graduate students, for example. Grads are Why can't
all agree that probably among the lonliest people on this campus. It's not Where are

bad enough tat they often leave their country, or their What hapj
but going to homes far away to wome ahere, and that they are stuck doing Why is evi
iewed with a research for close to 16 + 4hous a day. There is no place for Engineering
nly mentally, them to meet other students sociay. Meeting people in Why can't
Irew us here, your department is difficu it enugh as it is, and this campus Why can't
It is a time to seriously neglects its graduate students. This place
ng with many The G.S.O. Lounge provided a very special service that and it is up t

all grad students appreciated. Although the presence of they prefer t
places and beer was a good reason to go there, it was not the major one. years of thei
nd socialize The Lounge simply provided an area where students,
ities offered graduates and undergraduates alike, along with many Personally
lege town, or faculty, could meet each other, kick up their feet, speak with who have kel
we lack basic each other on an intellectual level, and even catch a game of all know wh
rn when one chess or darts. alwanv ho fm~

ess
UK-WL&YO I-vc ,u

nity is difficult enough to come by here, and
le's outlets, such as the Lounge, makes it that
difficult
happened to this campus?
it be as it once was?
we to socialize?

pened to good concerts?
ery heavy drug user I know in the Electrical
Department?
we have the Lounge back?
I get a real reason?
was once plesant, (the Berkeley of the East)

to the future students to do something unless
Xo stagnate at this university during the best
r lives.

, Fm thankful to have a great group of friends
Pt me thoroughly amused these past years. You
o you are, and the days of frogs and ice will
ndly remembered
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The Third Estate: Viewpoint

Dangerous Doors
Dorm Entrances Unsafe

by Jackie Hrivnak
Polity Hotline Director

The condition of public safety on the Stony Brook campus
is at best absolutely atrocious and necessitiates immediate
action All of us are aware that bicycles, purses, even
textbooks are constantly stolen, cars constantly vandalized;
unfortunately, one begins to expect such behaviour in a
densely populated area of the United States, and at least
car parts and bicycles can be replaced. Rapes and assaults,
however, are less easily dismissed and unfortunatley much-
more threatening to anyone who ventures out alone after
dark. The walk service at 246-WALK certainly relieves
some anxiety for anyone who would need a walk home, but
other underlying problems make safe dorms nearly an
impossibility.

As Director of Polity Hotline, I have seen several indivi-
dual cases opened where clients have reported broken
locks and handles on the doors which should keep the
dorms safe from trespassers in the night. The research
workers of Hotline surveyed the number of doors locked,
propped open, unlocked and broken all over campus on one
evening (well after 11 pm) this semester. We identified a

number of problems with the state of locked doors (and
thus, we hope, secure dorms) on campus. In Tabler Quad,
the front doors of every building remained open (after 11

pm) while in Toscaninni no doors were locked. In G Quad, at

least one door was found open per building, an average of

two were found propped open per building. In Benedict

College, eight were unlocked, two of which were broken. In

James College, four were unloked, three broken and one

locked.
In Stage XII, the problem takes on a new twist; the.

majority of doors are kept unlocked or propped open.
There are apparently no handles on any of the outside doors

except the front door, which remains unlocked anyway.
Doors without handles are propped open because if they

remain locked, residents will not be able to get into the

building. This could prove particularly dangerous if some-

one came to a deserted entrance, by a parking lot, for

example at 3:30 am and found the door locked. Even a

resident would be forced to bang on the door until someone

woke up. As we can see, the condition of dorm doors on this

campus is reprehensible! How can we be safe if anyone can
come into our building during the night? Broken handles
and locks remain the most persistent problems while
students propping open doors also keeps them from re-
maining locked.

What does Public Safety and the lockshop have to say
about these problems. Last semester I spoke to Gary
Barnes about these problems and received the endless
complaint and excuse "There's no money." With the recent
lawsuits brought by rape victims against the University for
poor campus safety, it is difficult to believe the University
would not prosper if they were to improve campus safety
and thus prevent further lawsuits. According to Barnes, the
present doors break down because they are of such low
quality. The State bids on doors and buys the least ex-
pensive, therefore, often the most cheaply made doors and
locks available. The lockshop is thus bombarded with so
many breakdowns that at best, they respond to emergencies.

A capital budget request which has been approved
before a committee of Vice Presidents; according to Barnes,
was recently sent to Albany-for approval requesting:

a) Requests for new and better doors.
b) A full residential security program whereby one could

not enter a dorm unless one either lived there or checked in
at the door as a visitor.

c) Requests for more lockshop personnel so that broken
doors could quickly be repaired.

So one wonders when this budget request might go
through, the doors be bought, the new residential security
program brought to existence. When I asked when we might
see these things happen, he kept telling me it was up to
Albany; perhaps, if we are very lucky, we may possibly see
these changes in three or four years. Of course, this is
unlikely since Barnes' budget request was so large, as he
told me.

I am shocked, confused, angry. At best, we will have new
doors in three or four years. Are the students on campus
now to suffer the continual and repeated visits of flashers
and other strange intruders? Does one have to fear using the
hall bathroom at 3 am because some ominous stranger may
be wandering the halls? I realize that lack of funds is'a valid
excuse for not making luxuries apart of dormitory life, but I

Hey, the key doesn't fit!

believe that locked doors are a necessity to our safety. On a
campus which offers millions of dollars to building new field
houses, to extensive research, I cannot for a moment be-
lieve we cannot find the funds to buy new doors and thus
keep'the campus at a minimum level of safety. Would the
administration rather suffer more lawsuits? If the matter is
at Albany's disposal, certainly Dr. Marburger could urge
Albany to send the funds since the conditions here are so
terrible, and certainly three years is much too long a time to
wait for safe dorms. What is the problem, Administrators?
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Licking Libya
byrRickard S. Disak

!w n M ±r'rrE 2 KnaffM rueres E 4arous 31
lint atys. T r rs e asts ne proinsed tc bring
erM1ccac eae a rass is nep lie did

Ogroser. e nine a e Libran peonle a_ener AM e -l-Ir ant mhe re -onsii' f -erast
rouEs as rene as tme rirn Renunaer ArAnmy wich uses

weapoas fielec troug L 1 a and the Pales-
ier ac ezcer rgmmfanam waic has its eaid-

aa nZersdaml camps aine Libya.
Psychanit nave gxasndlfed Knaddafl as a paranoid

A r assassation seems t be the obvious action. but
ai reai tiins is rot a vianit aremaiive .Aitourr Khaddafs
ear woid solve e problem inurialy it would give trae

t nBted States nio control over toe Libtan poticai
Kaddafi has a vouner boroter. almost as naaed as
he is. whom se iasa been grooming as a possible successor
Cl assawssins woutld ind it impssibie to -keep shooting
toear wa troum ts line Cof c nil a proAmetncan.

sane leader could be found.
citing an i rtn is also impossible. Khaddati has

a chaisma unequaled by anyone since Hitler He is as
pop'a in Libya as the television m in America Although
tbere have been minr ~surrections by factions in the
military and plice, none have been strong enough to prove
a treat to Khaddaffs dictatorship.

That leaves onjoe a ternative: imvasion. The Libyan
army consists of 70,0• men. All are equipped with weapons
tat were out moded during Viet Nam. and the level of
rainig is nowhere near that of the United States.

The most efficient way to conduct the invasion would be
as a joint US.--Egyptian operation Egypt has no love lost
for Khadda due to his meddling in the Sudan., a close
Egýptian a. Most of the other Arab nations would publicly
condemn the operati, out they would not interfere
militarily.

AJthoug Libya is roughly mae size of New York State,
troops would ony ihave to canture the major cities of Tripoli
and Begha and the major miiar bases Due to the
prommity, Egypt could provide te bulk of toe ground
troos, with the U. S. Marines and paratroops seizing
terrorist triming camps and commnaumcanon cesnters, along

with Khadaffi's desert headquarters. 'e ente operation
could be concluded within a month, and oAmerican
troops could be brought in from Europe or the United
States.

If Khaddafi survives, he shold either be ied ough
the World Court in The Hague, or at a peal Unted
Nations tribunaL A High (shokIbe appomted
by the U.N. Security Councl to govern Libya unti such
time as the Libyan people are cable ose-gve- mj

There are 2,000,000 people ling in Libya. Except for
those few who live in the coastal cities,or areinhe emiitary,
most Libyans are Bedouin nomads or simple viagers who
are so cut off from the 20th century tht they aren't even
aware that they are part of a nation-stat There sud be
no internal securiy probems. but either a U.S- E.Sgyan
orjoMit U.N. occupation force sild in the • unr
to back up the Cig Commiss

KhaddaffsE reign of terTnr must end If he is not hatA hedD
will ntinue to . innocen peop~le A-id thee is oay - ne
:soutiom Dip aic. UoiticaLm an d economic pre
have :roved useless in the face of a divided Europe.

Laying Low
By Joe Canini
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The Be
by Anthony Tesoriero

and Joe Caponi
The school year'85-'86 has been the year of closing bars.

Most campus pubs that served alcohol have either shut

down or gone dry. There are a few area pubs, but these
places aren't really trying to attract any business from the

student community. And don't try to have a party: the Res.

Life police will shut it down and write you up,
All of these things have put a serious damper on social life

at Stony Brook. To remedy this, we at The Stony Brook
Press have decided to check out the local bars and some

pubs in the surrounding areas. Investigate some of these

places yourself on a boring Saturday night It will give you

something to do and you will probably have as much fun as

we did.
Bars are given a rating of zero to four HSC's (Health

Science Centers) and ratings are based on atmosphere, facil-

ities, prices, specials, selection of beers and service. Although

an entire panel of critics judged the bars and their opinions

were noted, the final ratings are our own.

4 HSC's - Excellent
3 HSC's - Good. Still a nice place to get a brew.
2 HSC's - Average.
1 HSC - Not good at all.
0 HSC's - It really sucks.

El Torito
Smith Haven Mall
Lake Grove

3 HSC's at Happy Hour, 2 otherwise
Our first stop on the beer queue was the bar at the El

Torito. We chose it as the first stop because we knew of
their 4-7 pm happy hour (Monday through Saturday).
Happy hour specials include $1.75 Margaritas and $1.50
bar drinks. The only tap beer is Budweiser and it is always

"$1.00 per glass.
We sat at a small table and were greeted by an attractive

waitress wearing one of those torito barmaid dresses that is
cut really high on the leg. Irene told us that May 5 was
Mexican Independence Day and therefore bottled beers
and Margaritas were 99C. The bottled beers available were
Carta Blanca, Dos Equis Superior, and Tijuca. We decided
to try the Margaritas first.

While waiting for the drinks we wandered over to the free
buffet Laid our on the table were a variety of Mexican
foods. We didn't know what they were, but they tasted
good, and since it was free, they tasted even better. The
chips and salsa at our table were excellent, and the salsa
was estimated at being 651,000 times better than that
served at the End of the Bridge.

Mexican Independence Day margaritas weren't parti-
cularly potent, but that can probably be attributed to their
being about a third of their regular price. Usually, however,
they are a high quality blend.

Carta Blanca and Dos Equis are an excellent change from

American beer. The Carta Blanca was smooth, light and

easy to drink, and the Dos Equis had a heavier, amber beer

quality.

Ye Olde Saint James
Pubbery

Lake avenue
Saint James

2 HSC's

The Pubbery is a relatively large Saint James local bar,
quiet most nights, but attracting large crowds on the
weekends, when a satellite bar in the rear is opened up.
Miller and Miller Lite pitchers are $5.50, and Bass goes for
$9.00. There are no happy hours, but the kitchen stays open
all night, serving such things as burgers and pub fries. Bar
drinks range from two bucks to $2.75, and there is never a
cover.

All of the above information was obtained from Rosie,
whom we compare to a wisecracking bartender from the
Old West She was sort of abusive in the beginning, but
grew on us ater we talked to her for a while. She added that
at the Pubbery, "We have a fuckin' great time."

The bar, which features a large dance floor, is also
notable for the quality of its beer pitchers, which are clear
glass and larger than the others we've seen.

Although this is a nice bar, the prices can be prohibitive
to mass consumption of beer.

The Tackroom
Lake avenue
Saint James

3 HSC's
A short walk up the block from the Pubbery is the

Tackroom, a small bar near the train station. The Tackroom
has a pool table, jukebox and video games. lap beer comes
in real Pilsner glasses: 850 for Rolling Rock, Stroh's and
Miller, and $1.25 for Bass and Becks. Foster's Oil Cans cost
$2.50, and on Wednesdays a wide variety of American
bottled beers sell for 95c. Their kitchen is open until 3
am.

Hanging over the bar are about two dozen boot shaped
mugs. When we asked about them, our barmaid Chris
explained to us that a boot can be bought for $3.50. It will be
personalized for you and kept at the bar. Whenever you
come to the Tackroom afterwards, you will drink out of your
own personal boot

The Tackroom is a friendly, relaxed place for those
interested in relaxing over an inexpensive drink. While we
were there, we met a gentlemannamedTony Gallo, who was
kind enough to buy us shot after shot of melonballs and
Jack Daniel's, but you can't expect such treatment all the
time.
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Tudor Tavern
Moriches Road
St. James

1 /2 HSC's
Tony Gallo suggested the next place we should review

was a bar called Danny Q's. After an unsuccessful attempt

to find the place, and losing one of our panel members, we

found the Tudor Tavern.
When entering this bar the first things you notice are

darts, dart boards, and dart players. Above and around the

jukebox are dart tournament trophies and plaques. In

short, one could say it's a dart happy pub.

At the bar the tender, Dave, told us of the beers there. In

bottles there are Michelob, Miller, Lite beer, Lowenbrau,

Molson, Heineken and Amstel Light These range in price

from $1.75 to $2.75. Tap Buds are a dollar.

The kitchen at the Tudor is open for lunch from 11:30 am

to 3 pm and at night for late night bar munchies. The usual

bar-food, hamburgers, chicken, and the like is in the $2.00

- $2.50 price range.
To sum it up: It's a small, quiet bar, and dollar Buds are

always nice.

The Pub Car
Main Street
Port Jefferson Station

1 Vi HSC's
An important drinking logistics note: We left Tudor

Tavern and walked the two blocks to the train station tc

grab the 9:0(0 train to Port Jeff. Being at the tail end of the

city rush hour, the overworked conductors were in no mooc

to charge anyone at that point, so we rolled off the train ir

Port Jeff with exactly as much money as we had when wE

embarked.
Our first destination was the Port Club, which formerl3

was a bar about 300 feet south of the station. When we go

there, though, the place was dark and deserted. Trying th<

front door, we found it unlocked and walked inside.

The place was abandoned. Although all the liquor ha(

been removed, shot glasses and baseball bats (!) still lay or

the bar, and the pay phone was still connected.

Nevertheless, the place was in a general shambles, witl

broken windows and debris on the floor. At the Pub Car, th4

next bar we hit, we were told that the Port Club was in th

process of remodling, and would eventually open agai

someday. We'll see.

The Pub Car itself is directly adjacent and just north of
the railroad station parking lot A large bar, the place was

nevertheless close to empty when we were there. Without

tap beer, bar bottles range from $1.75 (for Buds) and up,

although buy-backs seemed readily available from our

bartender Rita.

Food is available every day for lunch, and on Friday and

Saturday, the kitchen reopens from 9:00 pm to 2:30 am,

offering anything from hamburgers to a full, several course

dinner.
The Pub Car seems to affecting Country/Western feeling,

with Country dj's on the weekend, but otherwise its stan-

dard musically, with a regular rock/top 40 jukebox. For

those into the C/W scene, the Texas Longhorn, down the

block and further into this article, might be more your

style.

The Tara Inn
1519 Main Street
Port Jeff Station

3 '/2 HSC's
With the possible exception of the End of the Bridge, The

Tara Inn is the place you are most likely to find fellow Stony

Brook students. For years, those in the know appreciated

Tara's happy hours, inexpensive pints, and $1 hamburgers.

Tara's has a pool table, video games, a dart board, fooseball

table and a good jukebox, which even has Grateful Dead on

it
The most economical way to buy beer at Tara' s is by the

pint. Pints on tap range from $1.35 Stroh' s, $1.60 Buds, and

$2.75 Becks, Watney's, Bass, and Guiness. They also have
bottled beer and a full range of bar drinks, but that's not
what you're there for. Trust us.

Even these prices can come way down at the famous

Tara's Happy Hour, 4:00 to 8:00 every day. It works some-

thing like this: When you buy a drink, or a round of drinks,

the bartender will present you with a card that has five tabs

that can be pulled off it. Two of the tabs have the depressing

message "Full Price", and that's what you're gonna pay.

Two others say "Half Price", (it's getting better) and then

there's the 20% chance you'll pull the tab to reveal a

message that says "10 cents." If you bought a round of ten

Guinesses for your friends, instead of dropping $27, you'll

" head back to your table only two dollars poorer. (And that's
with tip.)

Tara's features a full bar food menu, highlighted by the

famous dollar Taraburger with pickles and chips. A bacon-
cheeseburger is only 75¢ more. $3.00 trays of mozzarella
sticks are also a favorite.

We walked in, got two pints and two cheeseburgers with

some sticks for $8.70. You could spend a lot more some-
place else.

Tara' s has always welcomed students, unlike a lot of local

bars (see Park Bench), which is great for us. But the reason

they welcome students is because they welcome everybody
else. We have never seen a more diverse clientele than at
Tara's. Even the bikers are friendly (Thank God). One can

always have a good time at the Tara Inn.
r One final note: Tara's is going through a metamorphosis

) at this point in time. There's always one T.V. playing the

Sawful sounds of VH-1. If enough of us complain maybe it

I will stop.

i

E The Texas Longhorn
. Main Street
t Port Jeff
e

n

h 2 HSC's
e This bar is big. The dance floor is larger than most whole

e bars. If this bar played rock music and attracted the college

n crowd, it would be a really hopping place like those upstate

bars in real college towns. But it isn't
Continued on page 12
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The Beer In Review
Continued from page 11

The Texas Longhorn is the typical country and western
type bar complete with cowboys and a countryjukebox. In a
corraled area next to the bar was a pool table, separately
corraled were video games.

On tap here are Miller, $1.75; and Becks, $2.25. Bottles
are $2 for Bud and $2.75 for imports All shots go for $2.
The Sunday special is tap beer at 75t off of the normal
price On Wednesday, Friday and Saturday there is a $3
cover charge as there is C & W entertainment.

We slowly sipped a couple of Becks drafts and sat back
enjoying a new experience (a C & W bar). This was a nice bar
for a change of pace. As we left we wondered if you could
play Madonna's "Borderline" and live to tell about it.
Those attempting this can contact us at The Press with
results

The Park Bench
Rt. 25A
Stony Brook

1 HSC for proximity. 3 % HSC's if you're rich,
beautiful, stupid and have cocaine.

Day two of our pubbery review began at the Park Bench, a
nice place to visit on off nights when you're too drunk to
remember that you were there. If it's crowded (ie. Friday
Happy Hour) "a nightmare of gargantuan proportions
threatens the very essence of your inner being threatening
your own sanity and the safety of others," according to one
of our panel "Yuppie Heaven" in other words, as all the
reviewers agreed.

When the "Stench" isn't a yuppie disco, it's a restaurant
specializing in burgers and quiche. Those are the civilized
hours when you need not always be 23, nor have a collared
shirt to get past the IZOD Gorillas at the door. This is also
the time when you can sample drinks from a well stocked
bar at regular bar prices, or 12 ounce tap mugs of Bud,
Michelob, Light or Bass from $1.50 to $2. Bottled beers
available include Rolling Rock, Bud, Molson, Heineken,
Becks, and Guiness from $1.50 to $2.25.

If you are brave enough, though even more foolish to
wander into the Park Bench during prime socializing hours
there are a number of nightly drink specials, including
"theme" nights when the waitresses all dress alike differ-
ently, and you can get cheap mixed drinks from plastic cups.
We found ourselves at the bar on a Tuesdaynight, tropical
night, with obnoxious music and a dancefloor viewable from
across the street for the amusement of passers by. All in all
an expensive place to get drunk, though one which you
wouldn't want to enter sober.

Prime Ti me (formerly The Club,
formerly Mosely's)

Rt. 25A
Stony Brook

though. Three women we met there, Laurie, Mary, and
Randye from Kelly A, confessed that they felt they were a
little too casually dressed for the Bench, so they ended up at
Prime Time. All recommended it highly, though.

One improvement from The Club, though, was the fact
that Prime Time had replaced the tacky posters of Porsche's
and women's hips and put up stills from prime time (get it?)
television shows in their place. The restaurant area is open
from 11:00 am to 10:30 pm, and last call at the bar is
somewhere between 12:00am and 1:00 am.

The End of the Bridge
Restaurant and Bar
Stony Brook Union
Stony Brook campus

2 HSC's, 1 for proximity and I for Happy Hour
From the Prime Time we proceeded to the last campus

drinking establishment, The Bridge. A lot of people don't
like the End of the Bridge, including us. Problems were
evident from the moment we walked in. Not enough barstools,
or seats, no air conditioning. (If you think it's hot on a
Monday night, go there on a weekend.) After we started
perspiring, we ordered a pitcher of Budwiser - $3.50, with
plastic cups.

According to barback Sean Buckley, the EOB isn't really
so bad. Their 4:00 to 8:00 pm happy hour features $2.00
Busch pitchers, and $1.00 bar drinks and Bud cans. Tap
Bud and Molsen are similarly reduced in price. Happy hour
also features free tortilla chips and a red liquid they call
salsa.

On the weekends (Thursday, Friday and Saturday) there
is a $2.00 cover charge for dj entertainment Minors can still
get out on the dance floor, while drinkers hang out on the
bar side. In the back, a snack bar serves hotdogs, nachos,
and assorted bagged munchies.

On weekdays, lunch is served from 11:30 to 2:30, but
remember it's daka food.

IWhile we had never eaten at the Bridge prior to that day,
it was decided that - in order to be fair - we would eat
lunch there the next day. An astounding discovery was
made: the food at E.O.B. is not bad at all We each had a
bacon cheeseburger served with steak fries and a pickle for
$3.25 (beer not included.) The burgers were large and
topped with lettuce and tomato. The fries were also very
good, better than the onion rings, which were too greasy. An
ice cold Michelob complemented our meal nicely.

A final food note: the Bridge accepts meal cards for
lunch. Those of you who have had the unfortunate privilege
of being forced on the meal plan should check out the
Bridge at lunch. It beats H-Quad cafeteria any day.)

E.O.B. is not without substantial flaws, but the fact is that
the reason it is often so crowded and uncomfortable is that
so many students like to go there. Keep in mind, though,
that even with all the other campus bars closed alternatives
still abound.

The Printer's Devil
Wynne Lane (off Main Street)

Port Jefferson

2 HSCs
Heading back to the metropolis of Port Jefferson, we

next hit The Printer's DeviL Billing itself as "a pub of the
old type," it is a very sharp looking restaurant and bar.
Pulling up a stool at the bar, we immediately noticed the
shiny, copper bar top, and thought "what a classy place."

There's no domestic beer on tap here. You can get
Watney's, Harp or Guinness for $2.75 a delicious pint
Bottled beers include Bud, Miller and Lite, Heinekin,
Amstel, Molson and Moosehead, with domestics costing
$2.00 and imports $2.50.

Sipping our Watney's and noticing the good music (The
Tubes were playing over the radio), we asked our bar-
tender, Pat, to give us the lowdown on the food situation.
The food, which some members of our party testified to as
being excellent, is available until midnight, and ranges in
price from $4.95 to $12.95 for entrees. The Devil is troubled
by a lack of standing room by the bar, but nevertheless
attracts sizeable weekend crowds. Dinner and some drinks
at the Devil, followed by a walk around some of the other
Port Jeff bars, would probably be a great weekend evening,
especially in the summer.

Continued on page 14
II I I|

Marburger graphic by Ken Copel

2 HSC's 3 HSC's if they won't let you into the
Bench.

Feeling shagged out and inferior after the Bench, we
crawled around the fence to the area's newest bar, Prime
Time. Primarily a steakhouse, according to Jane, our bar-
woman "who's almost always there", Prime Time none-
theless features a large, comfortable, and well-stocked
bar.

Unfortunately, most of the things at this well-stocked bar
are a little expensive. Imported bottled beers are $2.50, and
domestics are $2.00. Top shelf drinks are $2.50, and there
are no tap beers, and no happy hour. Prime Time also
features an extensive wine selection.

A hand of Trivial Pursuit cards greet you as you sit down
at the bar "to give you something to do on a first date,"
according to Jane. Like its predecessor, The Club, Prime
Time still has the white-walled, brightly lit, exceptionally
clean atmosphere that makes one feel he or she is drinking
in an intensive care unit - a very nice intensive care unit,

naPe 12 The Strnnv Rrook Press,
Jack's not the only President drinking a beer!
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Competitive Consumption
The Press Looks at Drinking Games

By Hank J. P. Stone

BEER TREK

You look up and see a field of stars. Then, after a moment,
a familiar voice utters just one word..."space." Suddenly,
you hear the unmistakeable sound of carbon dioxide being
released under pressure. Are you in the G.S.O. Lounge
stockroom during a nuclear explosion? No. Are you spacing
at a Grateful Dead concert? No! You're playing Beer Trek,
the best drinking game to hit the Stony Brook campus since
George Washington was put on the quarter.

Not for Trekkies only, Beer Trek is based on such
Sfavorites as "Hi, Bob," and "The Chug Boat" The rules to
SBeer Trek are simple, but you will need a few definitions to
-.help clear things up.
SThe Show. The show you are viewing on your television is

-Star Trek, the 20 year old science fiction/adventure
program that became more popular in syndication than

i:when it was originally aired.
: The Tease. The tease to Star Trek is the very beginning,

Iopening action of the show. Just before the opening credits,
it iis written to keep you in suspense during the commerical
,break
I Here's how it works: All players congregate around the
television near a refrigerator that was stocked with beer
suitcases in preparation for the event During the tease,
each player gets a beer which he or she holds but does not

yet open. The tease is the time when players pick characters
for which they will drink.

For example, in a three player game, one player might
pick the word "Captain," another takes "Spock," and the
third might choose, "Kirk." (or whatever) Once the game
has begun, a player will drink each time their character's
name is spoken on the show.

The game starts after the tease, during the opening
credits. When William Shatner announces the word,
"Space..." all players open their beers in unison Beer Trek
has officially begun.

Don't think you get off that easy, though, there's more!
Each time there is an exterior view of the Enterprise (or any
other Federation starship) on the screen, all players
participate in a social drink. This makes the start of the
game interesting since the Enterprise passes by about eight
times. Also, when the ship goes by the screen and you see it
both coming and going, it is counted as two social drinks. In
other words, You drink for each angle shown. Starship
battles, for this reaon, are a blast

For the more experienced Beer Treker there are
additional rules During the tease, players that recogonize
the episode can call for extra socials to occur at particular
parts of the show. The possibilities are limitless. You can
call for a social drink for a particularly memorable line,
("Dammit Jim, rm a doctor, not a bricklayer!) for an event,
(Spock's neck pinches, or every time a red-shirted security
guard gets vaporized) or even for a sound (the transporter
noise, or the sappy love theme).

Of course, players can choose more than one character to
drink on. For instance, a player can claim "all references to

)PACE.../
I- hi I 1
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McCoy" and that would include "Doctor," "Leonard,"
"Bones," and, of course, "McCoy." A simpler name would
be ones like "Scotty' or "Sulu" (although they both have
episodes where their names are called out almost
continuously). Characters are not assigned exclusively. If it
is a many player game, more than one player can drink on
"Kirk," for instance.

The amount of beer consumed per drink is not strictly
regulated although a healthy gulp is a general rule for most
players. One can expect to drink about half a beer (or more)
during the opening credits alone.

Miscellaneous rules: 1)Runs to the bathroom will not
excuse you from drinking for the lines you missed, and 2)
the player near the fridge is the official beer transporter
chief

When you play Beer Trek and beam into the state of
inebriation you will always have a great time. It is only
logical

SHOT A MINUTE
It's simple. Every minute drink one 1½V ounce shot of

beer. You might say, "I can do that without any problem,"
but before you do, do some small computations. One and
one half times sixty minutes divided by twelve ounces
equals seven and one half beers per hour. Over an extended
period of time that could amount to quite a bit of foamy
amber liquid.

According to Al Mayerhoff, the current Langmuir D-1
shot a minute record holder, - 163 shots in 163 minutes -
and fellow keg-killer, "Never play that game if you want to
go out later. You'll never know what you're doing!!"
Mayerhoff seemed not at all impressed with his feat of
almost killing a case, though.

Nntpe If nou have to "go" vou still have to drink a shot aSON -- J- . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... .. . .
ewith no breaks. You just have to go fast

MEXICAN
xican, a personal favorite, is a beer drinkers version of
;Poker. It is a game for at least three people, played
wo dice, an opaque cup, and beer.
e player starting the game shakes the dice in the cup
hen places the cup upside down on the table so as not
eal the numbers on the dice. After inspecting the dice
not showing other players) the player slides the cup
o the player on the left (clockwise) and announces a
er. The person receiving the hidden dice has two
ns:
Ie or she can re-roll the dice in the cup in order to beat
Ill he just received. Play continues to the left
ie or she can lift up the cup if they believe the previous
r is bluffing.
t was a bluff, the liar drinks; otherwise the doubter
s.

ay continues with the doubter.

tierarchy of dice rolls is as follows:
vhich is Mexican
sixty six" or "Boxcars"
fifty five" or "Flowers"
fourty four" or "Corners"
thirty three" or "Trips"
twenty two" or "Little Joes"
eleven" or "Snake eyes"
read "sixty five"), 6-4, 6-3, 6-2, 6-1
i-3, 5-2, 5-1
-2, 4-1

thing beats a Mexican, except another Mexican. When
xican is rolled, the elated player usually humms the
can hat dance or Mexacali Blues riff, along with the
r players. The amount to be consumed is raised to a full 4
of beer from the usual finger or two.
ecial rolls: 3-2, "Thirty two" aka"reverse" changes the
tion of the game and is a pass for the player who rolled
xample: You roll Boxcars to me. I roll a reverse. It's
ars to you now, if you believe me]
L: The lowest roll You must always lie.

Unfortunately, the least fun beer drinking game is also
the one most often played on campus. It's called Hide from
the Beer Police. You know the rules. Good luck.
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The Beer In Review
Continued from page 12

Billies 1890's Salloon
Main Street
Port Jeff

2 HSC's(would have been higher ifthere was a
good Happy Hour).

Barely a drunken stumble away from the Devil, is Billies
1890's, which was much more crowded than the Devil the
night we were there.

True to its name, Billie's is styled in turn-of-the-century
garb. They have video games, a good jukebox, and a sep-
arate dining area. The kitchen stays open until 3:00 am,
with prices ranging from $2.50 to about $5.00. Coming this
summer are lunch specials and Friday and Saturday happy
hours.

We picked up 10oz. mugs of Bass beer for $1.75 (pints
were $2.75). Also on tap were Watney's, Bud and Michelob,
and the bottled beer selection included Bud, Molson,
Heineken, Lite Beer, Becks and Rolling Rock with domes-
tics at $1.75 and imports costing $2.25.

Entertainment that evening was also supplememted by
the live guitar-duo Damaged Goods. Other groups also play
there from time to time.

Considering the high bar density of the Port, and the size

of the crowds in Billie's, it's clear it is a local favorite. Find
out why for yourself.

Harbor Gates
Main Street
Port Jefferson

½ HSC
Haror Gates is anewly-opened bar in Port Jefferson that

seems to be aiming for an older and richer crowd than we
were. This became clear, when the bartender told us he
usually kept a 23-year old minimum, but since the bar was
empty, we could stay. Beer prices were average, food was
expensive, but the jukeboxes and plisner beer glasses were
excellent Enough said.

The Checkmate Inn
94 North Country Road
East Setauket

'^rwmri~

2 HSC's
The final stop on our Beer in Review was the Checkmate.

When you drink a beer at the Checkmate you feel as though

you're drinking in someone's living room. that is because

you are. The Checkmate is a small house turned bar. In the

"living room" there is a pool table, jukebox, and assorted
video games. A side area has a few small tables. The bar is

located in back where the kitchen should be.
We went to the back and found the small bar. For $1.75

each we bought 2 bar bottle Budweisers. Import beers are

only 25e more. Tap beer is not available.
The Checkmate has specials every night (not open Sun-

days) featuring two-fer Tuesday (bar drinks), dollar Buds
on Thursday, and on Saturday everything is half price if you

have your Stony Brook ID card. (We guess there is a use for
it after all)

Why go to the Checkmate Inn? The answer to that
question is simple enough: the bar is open until 4 am. Why
else? One goes to the Checkmate if he's tired of the usual
hangouts and wants to find a dive. We found one.

Well, that's the end of our Beer in Review. We wish it to
be known that this in not a full listing of all area bars. There
are a lot that we missed due to time and financial con-
siderations. Go out into the real world and find some on
your own. Have yourselves a beer bountiful summer and
remember, drink'til you drop, you crazy nuts!

Technical assistance for this article was provided by
Elizabeth Hampton, Stephanie Roller, Ron Ostertag,
Egan Gerrity, Ed Bridges, and Jo Ann GredelL

IBeer IBeer IBeer IBeer IBeer IBeer IBeer

)Ieer )Ieer IDeer IDeer IBeer IBeer IBeer

LBeer Bleer Beer Ieer Ileer IBeer IBeer

And
remember...
Don't
Drink
and
Drive

This is a public service
message from Fred Preston
and The Stony Brook Press
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x- The Third Estate: Viewpoint

Trading Off
American Labor's Limited Scope

By Mitchel Cohen
For most of this century the official trade union movement

in the United States has acquiesced to limiting itself to
wage-related issues, some health and safety problems that
affect workers on the shop floor, and grievance
procedures.

The boundaries of "legitimate" demands by workers
through their unions and on-the-job committees has
become so accepted by most workers that we hardly think
to raise environmental or other political demands as
workers-that is, through the machinery we'd fought for over
the years to represent our interests. Instead, workers take
for granted the assumptions inculculated in us over the
years, that it is the job of consumers to make political
demands on government and industry, not workers at the
point of production.

But who are consumers anyway if workers wearing a
different hat? Why continue to allow our lives to be frag-
mented in this way? When "environmentalists" protest
nuclear power plants, for instance, and workers oppose
them because the construction of the plants "creates jobs"
(so did the building of the ovens in Nazi Germany), as
environmentalists we often feel defensive. Instead of
viewing ourselves as workers too and fighting to include
what gets built and how as part of any contract negotiations,
by accepting only off-the-job protests of this sort as valid
we end up being complicit in our own undoing.

This "split" - between our lives as workers and as
-consumers - did not "just happen." It was part of a
conscious plan developed by the rising banking capitalists-
Rockefeller, Morgan and others - in the early 1900s, and
agreed to by the American Federation of Labor (AFL) in
order to obtain the banker's sanction (and resources) that

-would enable it to win its battles against more radical (and
widespread) worker organizations, such as the Knights of
.Labor, the Western Federation of Miners, and, later, the
International Workers of the World ("Wobblies"). The
:bankers and industrial capitalists boosted the AFL
honchos, such as Samuel Gompers, and even appointed
some of them to the N.C.F., the forerunner of today's
notorious Tri-Lateral Commission, and other prestigeous
committees.

The bankers got from the deal: 1) A limitation on what
concerns were considered "grievable" in the unionization
process; 2) A relatively manageable AFL through which
union officials pimped and policed laborers in a systematic
(and thus less costly to capital) way; 3) Orderly grievance
and compensation procedures, which took mounting claims
for injuries out of the courts (where jurors tended to award
huge settlements to injured workers) and put them before
special boardsof arbitrators who made much lower, and
standardized, compensatory payments.

Perhaps the most important victory won by capital as a
result of all this was, by the early 1950's, the popularly-held
assumption that, because the bosses put up the money to
build factories (money obtained from profits derived from
the labor of other workers, and by ripping off people around
the world), they thereby had the right to dictate the
conditions of production, and to own whatever was pro-
duced by "their" workers in the course of the workday.

"Who are consumers

anyway?"

This has in fact become such a commonplace assumption
that we hardly ever think to even question it! (This is what is
meant by a "ruling idea.") Why, for instance, should the
owner of a factory get 100% of what the workers produce?
Why not, oh, say 80%? Why not 5%? Yet the assumption
that a capitalist, by putting up the cash for a factory (rare

enough in these days of credit, anyway) thereby buys the
right to everything produced by workers laboring there is so

"The split did not just

happen"

deeply ingrained in the North American psyche that we
assume it must always have been this way. But that is not so!
In fact, it was not until around fourty years ago that capital,
with the compliance of Big Labor, finally succeeded in
shifting the struggle from whether capital had the right to
decide upon- and own- the products of labor, to how much
workers would "get back" in the form of wages and benefits,
from its now-accepted lawful ownership of the production
process.

What does this have to do with environmentalism, or
politics? Simply this: When workers accept the right of
capital to fully own and to determine what to do with the
products workers produce, they accept the authority of
capital to define the parameters of struggle. No longer is it
legitimate in the minds of workers - as it had been years ago
- to fight for how energy is produced, chemicals are
disposed, wood is pulped, what the newspapers you work
on say. Workers in the U.S. have adopted as valid the
mindset of the hired hand, the legitimacy of selling slices of
their time like marmolade. It doesn't matter what type of
work you do, you have no say over it, while the boss has total
say. You just own your ability to work, selling your life-
energy, your time, in exchange for money needed to keep
you coming back for more the next day, yet buying you no
say whatsoever over the environmentally disastrous
(usually) disposition of the product, nor the poisonous
conditions of its production.

The capitalist class has always viewed workers this way.
(A great novel on this theme is Robert Tressells The
Ragged Trousered Philanthropists, which I highly recom-
mend.) But it was only relatively recently that workers,
thanks to the imposed historic compromise made by labor
union bureaucrats, gave up this struggle and accepted
capital's domain. When was the last time workers at the
Schenectady General Electric plant, for instance,
demanded an end to its spewing of non-bio-degradable
phosphoric compounds and other deadly chemicals into
the Hudson River as one of their strike demands? It's no

longer seen as a strikable concern by the workers

themselves. Yet what a difference workers could make! The

whole fight to save our planet could be won!

In Australia in the 1970's, construction unions imple-

mented the "green bans." Workers refused to build any

project without first meeting with the affected communities

(other workers), hearing testimony from environmentalists,

and then deciding for themselves whether or not to proceed

with any given project. They didn't go through government

officials; they didn't beg third parties to pass laws making

such projects illegal; they didn't go to the courts to block

them. They acted directly, for themselves. At the same time

they were acting environmentally, they were creating the
political alternative to how such decisions got made. The
two went hand in hand - the way decisions get made, and
the nature of the decisions are inseperable components of
the same process.

We need to take up the problem of how to legitimize
environmental (and other) issues as part of the contractual
demands workers fight for on the job. We must break down
the false dichotomy - and thus, the false separation of
political from economic demands - between "consumers"
and "workers." We must make it as American as the
Trident ("the only nuclear submarine my mom lets me
chew!") for workers to bust out of the prison of wage-only
type demands, and to take direct action, like our Australian
counterparts, to stop the destruction of the environment as
part of our normally-assumed responsibilities as workers,
and not only when switching hats to being consumers.
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Senior Speaks Out
Mangled Baby Ducks

it was the 28 of August, 1985. I had just reached campus,
and was exhausted from the usual moving procedure.
Pulling ice from my pocket as I walked into my room, I was
surprised by a large color television staring at me, with an
expensive looking VCR above it Wow, I said. "I wonder
what this guy does for a living? As I sat exhausted on the
hard university chair, and proceeded to awaken myself, this
person walked into the room and introduced himself as my
roommate. I introduced myself, and proceeded to do what I
had been waiting to do for so long.

"What is that," he asked I told him about the ice and like
a gentleman offered him some. He declined, I indulged, and
then decided to move my belongings into my new dorm
room. When I was done, I met this person from Queens who
had just transferred back from Oneonta, who was waiting
for a few friends who had luckily been placed in the same
dorm as him. I offered him some ice, he gladly indulged!! I
went back to my rom, and was now introduced to my
roommate's expensive stereo. "Don't touch anything if you
don't know how to use it," he told me. Now what's so
difficult about using a stereo, a VCR, or a TV, I ask you?

The day went by, and I met more people. The students
from Oneonta were a real party bunch. All we did was fry
chicken and drink Kool-aid while my roommate watched
and criticised.

Soon we met my roommate's Polo wardrobe. It was
amazing. Everything from his umbrella, to his handker-
chiefs had a little horse running across it We finally ran out
of everything, and so decided to call it a day. I jumped into
bed, and thought about the day. Boy had it been weird.

The next day went well, doing nothing but laying in the
sun and listening to ny roommate's expensive stereo all day.
By the third day my suitemate from last year came back. As
he was arranging his room, two people walked into the room
and asked, "Hey man, any of you know where we can get
some Pop-Tarts?" My old suitemate, Jersey No. 2, said that
the had some. Needless to say, we munched. The reason
why I specify this common moment in Stony Brook, is
because one of these two people who walked into the room
was Slo-Mo, who later became my roommate off the
books.

The fourth day came along, and that was the day of the
party. My roommate was out visiting his girlfriend, and
knew of the party. We moved the kegs outside, and placed
my set of speakers to provide the music. The party went
well Since the building was a transfer student building,
everyone met the others and got comfortable. (The Quad
should have me for and RA. for this) Everyone was psyched
tor the next day when classes began, and so did the Stor
Brook experience. Were they gonna be sorry!

The days rolled by. Partying in the hall continued, an
Slo-mo's appearances became more frequent We wel
getting to be better friends by the day. My roommate, M
Lauren, worked in the Polo department of a departmei
store. The night of the Monday Night Football seaso
opener was a memorable one. Slo-mo, his blonde friend an
myself were sitting watching the game. One of the boys fro:
Oneonta walked in with a duck, and we all watched the gan
and partied.

Suddenly there was an uproar. Mr Lauren was back, an
was mad. "Why are there so many people in MY room?" I
screamed. "You mean our room," I said. "You're on campt
now, not at home." He asked them to leave, and said I
wanted to have a meeting with me. So we met, and decide
that if I was partying with my friends, rd do it in ti
suiteroom. Little did I realize what I had gotten myself int
Since he never partyed, he could entertain his friend, (tl
one and only friend, a very snobby towny) in the room. I sa
them watch Risky Business twice every evening, but by tl
end of the week, I was sick of Tom Cruise.

Slo-mo, in the meantime, was living in his car. One di
Jersey No. 2 told him, "Why don't you sleep on our couc
it's better than the car." Slo-mo became the seventh sui
member. No objections were raised, yet, so v
continued.

Fall Fest came, and I had a single that weekend. A frier
of mine was here that weekend, so I asked her to sleep in M
Lauren's bed. On Saturday I found a note on the floe
addressed to me, apparently left there the day before by n
roommate. "Do not touch my equipment Do not turn t]
stereo, the T.V., or the VCR on. Do not touch anything
nwn_" What was I sunnnosed to do? Not answer thP nhnn

boring! I fried chicken and then decided to use the line that
made Tom Cruise famous. What a strategy. Use my room-
mate's favorite character against my roommate. I put Mr.
Lauren's $50 sunglasses on, my Marlboro on my lip. I
looked at my friend, said, "Sometimes, you've just gotta
say, 'What the Fuck?' " and turned the stereo on. Slo-Mo
cracked up!

That night, in our drunken stupor, the boys from
Oneonta, Slo-mo, Jersey No. 2, and I wrote a note, "Mr.
Lauren, we turned on your stereo, your TV, and your VCR. I
even had a friend stay over,"

Mr. Lauren's arrival marked a mushroom cloud
explosion. The RA was notified. He charged me with
"infringement of his personal life." A mere note as
evidence? He even went to the length of calling my friend at
home and asking her if she had slept on his personal
property. He bugged the RA till the RA got fed up, and soon
Mr. Lauren said, "Why don't you move out?" I was the last
person who was goingto move, so, after a lot of haggling, Mr.
Lauren moved.

The suite was back down to six members, and Slo-mo
now had a bed to sleep on. This marked the introduction of a
new member to the suite. Unofficial for sure. The Irish Boy,
we called him. He was anold suitemate, and Mr. Software's
old roommate. He was in Jersey's and Software's room. My
room was finally open for socialization, an essential part of
Stony Brook dorm life. Everybody came by with Ducks,
Nuclear weapons, and Ice was drunk. As Zappa said,
'Charlie's enormous everything' was fine. Mr Software built
and attraction in the suite, and Friday happy hour was
introduced in the hall. My single was a blast This was the
period when Slo-mo and myself decided to make the best of
everything. Since Charlie had an enormous nose, and was
willing to help, we decided to hang out with the LR. S. when
we indulged. We were just expanding, when I was notified
that I had just got a roommate.

His name was Meater Beater Into Paper (MBIP for
short). Boy, did he have a lot of junk (and I thought I was the
only one who took everyting I owned everywhere). He was
also very paranoid. He had lost his housing for a while, but I
foundcout that his old hall had hated him. "Gr-e-at M-a-a-
n," Slo-mo said, very slowly.

The first week went fine, but the Duck visits slowed down
and bombs exploded elsewhere. What luck, couldn't even
barbecue in my own room! Soon static was felt in the suite.
MBIP, who had slept in other people's rooms till he got

housing, didn't like Slo-mo sleeping on the couch. What
hypocrisy!

The heat was on. Classical music was played in the room,
and I was getting upset I had to do something exciting.

One Sunday morning, Slo-mo and myself were returning
from breakfast, and found some Buckets of Rain. We told a
few members of the hall, who said, "What the fuck!" So we
got them. Party time! MBIP wasn't pleased when he came
back that evening. Everybody was wet from dumping
bucket over their heads, and MBIP wasn't exactly helping.
He kept insisting that Slo-mo move out, and the two of us
stop barbecuing or drinking ice, even from the suiteroom.
Even Charlie and the LRS. were to be avoided (Slo-mo's
reaction, "Bu-m-m-er") This was going to be difficult
Hanging out with the LR.S. had proved to be a lot of fun.
Besides him, the Buckets of Rain had got us into some
trouble with the authorities. They too were on our back.
Now MBIP decided to report the already popular Slo-mo to
the authorities. He was banned from the room, and I was
relocated.

My third roommate was all I needed. "Why did your last
roommate move out?" I asked. He said, "My last roommate
had too many barbecues, and watched my T.V., so I
reported him, and they made him move." Slo-mo was
standing right next to me. "Bu-m-m-er," he said. Luckily, it
was finals week already. I had a whole semester's work to
do. I grabbed my books, put my glasses on, and spent the
next ten days away from my room, in an office. I studied as
much as I could, and attended finals. They were fun. This
was it I took my belongings, and moved to a house off-
campus. Intercession was here; and everybody went
home.

When I came back, I didn't see Slo-mo for a whole week.
The first thing he said, whenI finally saw him, was, "Let's go
to the I.R.S." We went back to my house, and Slo-mo
became one of the many who slept on the couch at this
house. Slo-mo loved this house. Ducks were barbecued
constantly, Bombs exploded, and ice had. The smell of
barbecued ducks constantly flavors the air at this house. It
seems as though it exists in the woodwork. The problems
with the old people still existed, but we didn't let them
dampen our spirits. Every time we went back to visit the old
friends, MBIP would say, "Slo-mo, if you're not out of here
in five minutes, HI call the authorities." But such people
never change. They are punished by the Big One in his own
way. I decline to state facts.

(Luckily it had an answering machine built in.) Not watch
TV? Not listen to music? This weekend was going to be
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Photo by Albert Fraser

"Did You Hear That
The Stony Brook Press

Will Be Publishing
This Summer?"

join the Press this summer
meetings every monday night throughout

the summer
8:00 in Central Hall (Old Bio) 042
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LAST CHANCE!!
YEARBOOKS!!

this friday night
senior weekend

outside
Roth Cafeteria

Learn
New

U 9. mo l

Join The
Stony Brook

Press
meetings every monday,

in old bio (central hall) 042.
I I I I II I I I ! I I I I I II II I I _

HAVE FUN
ON FRIDAY'S.
It's no secret that Friday's. is a fun place to work. But you can also

make great money. The pace is intense. But if you like to play hard

while working hard, you'll fit right in. We provide a complete training

program and offer excellent salaries, discounted meals, insurance,

travel/transfer opportunities and the chance for advancement.

Since we're just opening a new restaurant in Huntington, you have

your pick of jobs-everything from waiters/waitresses to bartenders,

prep/line cooks, dishwashers and hosts/hostesses.

Come in for an interview between 9:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., Monday-

Saturday at 100 Walt Whitman Rd., in Huntington. Call (516)

673-4747. Look for our Trailer on the site. We are an equal opportu-
nity e-mnlover_
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-- The Third Estate: Viewpoint

Nuclear Shadows
by Lisanne Demoga

When someone whom we love and cherish passes on, we
are told not to be sad, he or she is not really dead. As long as
we hold tight to the memories, we will carry that person in
our soul forever and his or her eternal existence will live
through those that were touched by his or her presence on
earth.

The moment that we all perish in the fires created by
hatred and selfish desire, we as a people will no longer be
able to live our existence through the hearts of those we
have touched, because there will not be a soul left to live and
tell the story.

I cannot believe that this is what is wanted by all of us.
Yet, we all seem to be sitting and waiting for the other
person to change the fate that lies ahead.

After Dr. Helen Caldicott's lecture on "The Threat of
Nuclear War," I came back to my room with my heart
exploding in terror. My roommate and I sat and cried
together asking each other what we should do. At one point,

she said, "rm angry because I feel this has been dumped on
us. We didn't want this to happen and now we have to
contend with it.

The truth is that living in the Nuclear Age, living with the
thought of extinction without a moment's notice, has been
dumped on us The us I am referring to is all the people of
the entire world. It is now time for all of us who take up space
to pay the rent if we want a house to live in. It is true that the
college youth of today were not alive to stop the dropping of
the bomb over Hiroshima where an estimated 100,000
people were killed. Yet we are alive and kicking now and
much more than 100,000 lives are at stake.

All the wonders that you and I have come to appreciate
will be gone. The remnants of past and present civilizations
will only linger as a shadow. Inside the vast open space
cancer causing flakes will sprinkle the empty land and a
wretched hollow scream will echo and fall on lifeless ears,
bellowing for forgiveness and just a little more time. "We

promise if given just one more chance we will do something,
we won't sit back, please just a little more time."

We have the time now, yet we are busy planning for this
and preparing for that It is up to each and every one of us to
make sure that we have a place for our dreams to become
realities. We must consider the rights of each and every
person born under the same stars. We share the same lands.
Our location of birth was but mere chance. You could be me
and I could be you. The differences that exist in us as people
are what make us unique as individuals, but the question at
hand is not who is right or wrong as a cultural or political
system, but who has the right to sit in judgement of another,
moreover, to decide the destiny of us all.

The ugly dark shadow that looms over our heads demands
that we as a people become unified to end the greatest
injustice of all to mankind. We can start by taking off the
blinders and admitting that this is real and more than likely
will occur if nothing is done. In the end we will have no one to
blame but ourselves.

:lean water,
protection,

fironmental
rvation and

utility reform

MllisSumier,
" mm n -

to l ftfOairu eot
The New York Public Interest Research Group, Inc. (NYPIRG),

the state's largest environmental and consumer organization,

has temporary and permanent openings. To schedule an interview, call

NYPRlSG
.VYC (212) 619-439 LI (516)473-9100 * Upstate (Buffalo.

Syracuse. Binghamton. Albany) (518) 436-0876

COMING SOON
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- I Was Born A Traveling Man -
Hot Tuna In Concert

By C. Goldsmith
It is a breath of fresh air to see some

musicians upholding the roots of modern
music with a sincerity that is all too uncom-
mon in the 80's. Even more rewarding is if
the musicians have been at it for so many
years that they play with true competency
and precision, but do not let their music
degenerate into a useless exercise in
technique.

The members of Hot Tuna are these
musicians. Playing a combination of tradi-
tional folk songs and their own composi-
tions, Jorma Kaukonen and Jack Casady
demonstrated what practically twenty
years of performing on the road has taught
them. Banging out ancient folk songs like "I
Know You Rider," "Death Don't Have No
Mercy," and "Candyman," with a fervor
that is sorely missed at many of today's
concerts, Hot Tuna showed what commit-
tment to playing good music, and playing it
well, can achieve.

Banging out a song is the only way to
describe Jorma Kaukonen's guitar work.
He seems almost to attack his guitar.
torturing the notes from it Few musicians
today can hold an audience's attention for
four hours with the simple sounds of an
acoustic guitar, accompanied by the res-
trained playing of an electric bass.

The crowd at the show was one of the
better crowds to be seen at a Stony Brook
concert in quite a while. The audience was
mellow, reasonably quiet and attentive to
every note played. Some of the restraint
shown by the audience might be attributed
to the general atmosphere of the concert -
Hot Tuna's music is in itself, quiet, foot-
tapping music. Or you might attribute the
crowd's calmness to "other" factors.

Jorma Kaukonen himself appeared to be
on some drug-induced path. After finishing
his first beer of the evening, he threw the a hamster?" Casady has never been kn(
empty bottle over his shoulder and to say anything at a concert.
demanded another beer immediately. Several students have also commen
While waiting for a replacement string, on the rhythms that Kaukonen tapped
Jorma began telling jokes to the audience. on the body of his guitar while waiting
Casady did not respond when Kaukonen the string. "Those rhythms were driving
said to him, "Tell me Jack, how do you fuck wild! How does he do that?"

- On Stage

Yeats Plays at FAC
by Rory Francis Rabinowitz

After an absence of about a year, the
Stony Brook Drama Club trimuphantly re-
turned to the University stage with three
plays by W.B. Yeats: At the Hawk's Well,
The Only Jealousy of Emer, and The Death
of Cuchulain. The plays ran under Richard
Schindler's fine direction, from April 27 to
the 30 in theater three of the Fine Arts
Center.

Just as Wagner insisted that German
opera be about the German people and
their myths, Yeats maintained that Irish
theater should be uniquely Irish and drama-
tize Gaelic legends. The result was a very
ritualistic playing style with an eerie, religious
tone. Director Schindler creates the neces-
sary mood quite will with help of Jay Strevy's
somber set and light design, Robbie Van
DeVeer's simple, but effective costumes,
and James S. Dexter's music.

The acting excels as well in this production.
Richard Schindler (Three Sisters) gives a
fine performance as the hero Cuchulain in
all three plays. Much credit is due to him for
undertaking the arduous task of directing
himself. Michael Schwartz (Herders) gives

>wn

ited
out
for
me

well done comic performances in the first
and the last plays and further shows his
versatility by narrating the second play
completely straight Robbie Van DeVeer
.(Real Inspector Hound) does a wonderful
job as Emer in addition to her enjoyable
self-written musical duets with the talented
Trish Michaels (Three Sisters).

The other cast members include Sabado
Lam ((We Put Out) who gives his best per-
formance to date as Bricriu and the blind
man, Nance (Real Inspector Hound) as a
very impressive Aoife, and Scruffy (Looking
Hard at Meyer) who nearly steals the show
as the Son of Talma giving a monologue full
of Theater Department inside jokes. It is
interesting to note that Nance and Scruffy
have no last names, perhaps they are re-
lated, we shall never know.

It is sad to see that the Stony Brook
Drama Club has been reduced to producing
only one play per year. Outside of a few long
scene changes, 3 by W.B. Yeats went quite
smoothly. The cast and crew have raised the
club's quality from the "We have a barn,
let's put on a show" type of amatuer theater
into the professional

It was an extra privilege to see seventy-
plus Papa John Creach hobble on to the
stage to play his electric fiddle. Seeming'
uncertain when he first arrived, Papa John
Creach glanced over at Casady who just
smiled back. That was all it took - Papa
John fell right into the groove with Casady

by Lynn Sandlin

7"his is Eternity, a play by Martin Giles
which ran from April 30 through May 3 at
the Calderone Theater, is a contemplative
look at what it is to be human. Under the
sensitive direction of Lynne Connor what
could have been a pompous, plodding,
wordy lecture on "life, the universe and
everything" became a delightfully intimate
and personal look at two people finding
purpose for their existence.

The action of the play is simple: Nigel
(John Morogiello) and Karen (Georgia
Aristiduo) have dinner and go to bed. How-
ever, the very commoness and simplicity of
their actions intensifies the complex nature
of their conversation. Nigel, a not particularly
successful playwright, has spent the day
brooding over his purpose in life and his
fear of death. Karen comes home from work
to a candle-light dinner and a depressed
husband. Throughout dinner they discuss
the nature of Nige ls fears and what it is to
love, to live, to die and what it means to be
"human".

Scene two opens with a sleeping Karen
and a Hamlet-like Nigel still uncertain about

and Kaukonen. Fifty odd years of fiddle
playing have left their mark on Creach. He

musician who is completely in tune with his
instrument The signs of his age are show-
ing, however, as Creach only played for the
last third of each of the two sets.

Hot Tuna was formed in the early
seventies by Kaukonen and Casady (who
were then the lead guitarist and bassist of
the Jefferson Airplane) because they
wanted to experiment with simpler music, a
more blusey and down-to-earth style than
the music the Airplane was noted for. The
Jefferson Airplane was also an extremely
popular band at the time, and the two band
members wanted to play to smaller
audiences so that the concerts would have a
more intimate feel Since their original
formation, Hot Tuna has put out a large
assortment of records, both live and studio
recordings. They have also toured exten-
sively, giving both electric and acoustic
performances, with an emphasis on
acoustic playing during the past year or
so.

I had the opportunity to see Hot Tuna in
New York City in January, but the show at
the gym far exceeded the NYC show. Both
Casady and Kaukonen seemed much more
at ease, and the show itself was consider-
ably longer. The concert May third was the
first college concert that Hot Tuna has
played in quite some time. In fact,
Kaukonen mentioned to the audience that
the last time that the pair had played at
~tony Brook was in the sixties with a band
named "Jefferson something or other."

Kaukonen has played many solo dates in
the last few years - he makes frequent
appearances at the Lone Star Cafe in New
York, and at Key Largo in Islip, Long Island.
His proper place, though, seems to be next
to Jack Casady - the combination of
Casady's smooth melodic playing and
Kaukonen's intertwining of rhythm and
lead guitar is a fantastic break from the
usual synthe-techno-pop of the eighties.
Like taking a long drag from a cigarette after
a hard day's work.

the meaning of his existence. After solil-
oquizing loudly enough to wake the dead
and his wife, the couple resumes their
mealtime converstion. Nigel finally finds
:some peace of mind when he discovers his
purpose as a playwright

Lynne Connor's direction, set design and
casting are superb. Beat by beat she moves
the actors and the audience through a dif-
ficult piece with fluidity and grace. The
sparceness of the set serves her purpose to
underline the complexity of the text

The acting is excellent, with the actors
successfully keeping the audiences' atten-
tion at all times John Morogiello plays
Nigel with warmth and understanding tem-
pered with a sense of humor. As Nigel he
proves what a fine, dramatic actor he truly
is. Georgia Aristiduo as Karen once again
demonstrates her incredible versatility as
an actress. What could have been an over-
confident and condenscending character,
Georgia has turned into a sensitive, sym-
pathetic and loving person.

Liz Stein's and Ben Hoffman's lighting
design is effective, particularly in scene two.

On Stage

This Is Eternity
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